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Welcome to the launch edition of KQ Connect. In it, you will be able to stay updated on news

about KQ, meet some of the faces behind our services, and get a summary of

headlines making news in the aviation industry. We look forward to keeping you connected.
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People of KQ

Meet Violet Muyonga, a Sales and Customer

Service Executive with KQ Cargo in

Nairobi, Kenya. In 2019, through our KQ

Fresh product, the team was responsible for

the safe delivery of over 23 million tonnes

of perishable goods. 

Read more

Forty years ago, Kenya was a fledgling exporter of flowers. Today, the country has grown to

become the fourth top exporter of cut flowers and accounts for close to 40% of imports into

the European Union. During this month that has come to be associated with love, chances

are high that the roses in a special bouquet of flowers have originated from Kenya. 

KQ Connect spoke with Peter Kristensen, the Kenya Country Managing Director of

Panalpina Airflo, a supply chain solution company - and KQ Cargo customer - that plays a

key role in facilitating the movement of flowers from Kenya to the world.

Photo: Peter Musola - KQ Cargo Commercial Manager (left), Peter Kristensen - Panalpina Country

Manager (centre), and Violet Muyonga - KQ Cargo Sales and Customer Service Executive

Read more
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How the business aviation

sector can achieve carbon

neutrality

Air transport in Africa

contributes over US$50

billion of GDP - AFRAA

IATA has said it expects

“high volatility” in oil and jet

fuel prices to continue in

2020.

9 things that will make flying

on an airplane better

The safe delivery of KQ's cargo on a daily basis would not be possible without the

commitment of our skilled team members.

From Kenya With Love
Follow the journey of Kenyan roses from the East African nation to the Middle East as told

by Alex Chamwada in the Chamwada Report.

Global Aviation News
Click on icon to read full stories
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We've made it easier for you to share this newsletter at the click of a button!

Kenya Airways
Embakasi North Airport Road, Nairobi

Kenya

You received this email because you signed up on our website or

made a purchase from us.
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